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Mobieltjes?
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• Context
– Sociale context
– Locatie
• Opdrachten
Situated Learning
• Sensoren
• Identificeren context
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3camera + network
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Near Field Communication
Micro interactions
• Payment
• Change phone settings
• Reset/activate alarm
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Definitie AR
• Azuma
– combineert realiteit en virtualiteit
– real-time interactief
– speelt zich af in 3 dimensies
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Augmented Reality
=
camera + gps + accelerometer
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Augmented Reality: Locatory
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HUD versus Tricorder
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Zintuigen 
• zicht
• gehoor
• tastzin
• reuk
• evenwicht
• ....
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Definitie AR
• Azuma
– combineert realiteit en virtualiteit
– real-time interactief
– speelt zich af in 3 dimensies
• Robert Rice
– When I talk about AR, I try to expand the definition a little bit. 
Usually, when you talk to someone about augmented reality, the 
first thing that comes to mind is overlaying 3D graphics on a 
video stream. I think though, that it should more properly be any 
media that is specific to your location and the context of what you 
are doing (or want to do)…augmenting or enhancing your specific 
reality.
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ARLearn
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ARLearn toolkit
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Augmented Reality
Serious gaming
Virtual reality
Notification framework
Rich media
Fieldtrip system
mobile app
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ARLearn and Google App Engine
Open source
App Engine
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Serious games
• Scoring
• Progress
• Team play
• Roles
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Game
Welcome message
Assignment 1
Feedback
Assignment 2
....
Run
Teams
Players Stefaan
Marcus
Answers
Actions
Run 2
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Lifecycle of a media item
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Onzichtbaar
zichtbaar
Onzichtbaar
dependsOn
disappearOn
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Scavenger Adventure Decision
CASUS Florence Amsterdam UNHCR
Milgram’s 
continuum
augmented reality augmented virtuality augmented reality
Pedagogic 
approach
situated learning expository learning Situated Learning
ARLearn Case studies
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Cultural Science Fieldtrip in Florence
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•Real environment
•enriched with virtual objects
•Virtual environment
•enriched with virtual objects
Milgram, P. and Kishino, A. F. (1994) Taxonomy of Mixed Reality Visual Displays 
IEICE Transactions on Information and Systems, E77-D(12), pp. 1321-1329.
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Streetlearn: ARLearn streetview client
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Hostage Simulation: Real World 
Training for critical situations
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Roles / teams
Head of Office - Security Officer - Staff  Welfare
a role is performed by a small group with smartphone.
advance organizer for real drill
take decissions / collaborate
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ELENA: language learning for kids (4-6y)
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context!
game patterns
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WESpot: inquiry based learning
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ARLearn games as 
open educational resources (OER)
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harvester
wikiwijs
OER federations
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harvester
wikiwijs
OER federations
ARLearn
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ARLearn: what is next:
Google Glass Project?
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More...
• http://www.ou.nl/arlearn
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